This paper considers inference in heteroskedastic linear regression models with many control variables. The slope coefficients on these variables are nuisance parameters. Our setting allows their number to grow with the sample size, possibly at the same rate, in which case they are not consistently estimable. A prime example of this setting are models with many (possibly multi-way) fixed effects. The presence of many nuisance parameters introduces an incidental-parameter problem in the usual heteroskedasticity-robust estimators of the covariance matrix, rendering them biased and inconsistent. Hence, tests based on these estimators are size distorted even in large samples. An alternative covariance-matrix estimator that is conditionally unbiased and remains consistent is presented and supporting simulation results are provided.
Introduction
When performing inference in linear regression models it is common practice to safeguard against (conditional) heteroskedasticity of unknown form. The estimator of the covariance matrix of Eicker (1963 Eicker ( , 1967 and White (1980) is known to be biased. When the form of heteroskedasticity is mild the bias is guaranteed to be downward, leading to test statistics that overreject under the null. The bias can be severe-even when the errors are, in fact, homoskedastic-if the regression design contains observations with high leverage (Chesher and Jewitt, 1987) . A necessary condition for the least-squares estimator to be consistent is that maximal leverage vanishes in large samples (Huber, 1981) . This then also implies consistency of the robust covariance-matrix estimator.
The condition that maximal leverage vanishes is problematic when the regressors include a large set of control variables. In such settings traditional asymptotics where the number of regressors is treated as fixed are inappropriate. The slope coefficients on the control variables are nuisance parameters. Under asymptotics where their number, q, grows with the sample size, n, the robust covariance-matrix estimator will be inconsistent unless q/n → 0, as formally shown by Cattaneo, Jansson and Newey (2018) . This result is a manifestation of the incidental-parameter problem (Neyman and Scott, 1948) and the intuition behind it is easily grasped. While the control variables can be partialled-out for the purpose of point estimation, an estimator of the associated regression slopes is still needed to form the squared residuals that serve to form the covariance-matrix estimator.
The squared residuals are nonlinear transformations of the nuisance parameters and are, therefore, biased and inconsistent unless the sampling noise in the latter vanishes.
The problem just described is highly relevant for applied work. Angrist and Hahn (2004) discuss how many control variables arise in program evaluation. Another important example are models for grouped data. There, (possibly multi-way) fixed effects are routinely included to capture unobserved confounding factors at the group level. While dealing with fixed effects in the linear regression model is well understood the failure of the robust covariance-matrix estimator was only noted recently by Stock and Watson (2008) in the context of one-way regression models for short panel data. Although more difficult to analyze, the problem is equally present in the multi-way setting where the number of observations per group is bounded. Important examples include regressions of test scores on student-, teacher-, and classroom effects (Rockoff 2004, Chetty, Friedman and Rockoff 2014) as well as the many variations of such regressions to problems with a similar structure.
A solution is to construct a covariance-matrix estimator that uses a (conditionally) unbiased estimator of the observation-specific error variances. As shown below this can be achieved by using a leave-one-out estimator of the slope coefficients. Under regularity conditions, the resulting covariance-matrix estimator will be consistent under asymptotics where q/n → c as n → ∞ for any c < 1. Subsample estimators have a long history, originating with the jackknife (Quenouille 1956 , Tukey 1958 , and have been found useful in many settings. They have been used in the estimation of covariance matrices, but not quite in the form considered here. Indeed, both the 'almost-unbiased' estimator of Horn, Horn and Duncan (1975) and the jackknife-type estimator of MacKinnon and White (1985) make use of them. However, as discussed in more detail below, both these estimators are biased, in general, and inconsistent unless q/n → 0.
Our results build on and extend Cattaneo, Jansson and Newey (2018) . They provided a rigorous derivation of the limit distribution of the least-squares estimator allowing for q/n 0 and formally showed the inconsistency of the Eicker-White covariance estimator as well as of various alternatives available in the literature. They also showed consistency of a bias-corrected covariance-matrix estimator in the spirit of Hartley, Rao and Kiefer (1969) and Bera, Suprayitno and Premaratne (2002) under the requirement that q/n → c for some c < . This estimator can be seen as a generalization of the one proposed by Stock and Watson (2008) . The low-leverage requirement is substantially stronger than our condition that that q/n → c for some c < 1 and may be problematic. It does not hold for one-way models for two-wave data, for example, and it will typically not hold in matched data sets, such as the student-teacher setting and its many variants mentioned above. Moreover, the simulations reported on below, shows that the performance of their estimator breaks down when q/n > 1 2 while our proposal continues to perform well, even when q/n is close to one.
Problem statement
Consider the linear regression model
where y i is a scalar outcome, x i is an r-vector of covariates, and ε i is the regression error.
The n × r design matrix X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ′ is taken to have rank r < n, so that the (ordinary) least-squares estimator of β, sayβ, is well defined and the residuals are not all zero. Let E X denote expectations taken conditional on X. We suppose that E X (ε i ) = 0 for all i and allow for the regression errors to exhibit (conditional) heteroskedasticity, that is,
Write X = (A, B), where A is n×p and B is n×q, and partition
Our aim is to perform inference on α treating η as a nuisance parameter. This reflects a setup where A are the variables whose slope coefficients are of interest and the columns of B serve as control variables. While p is treated as fixed we will allow q to grow with n, possibly at the same rate. This accommodates models with a large set of control variables whose coefficients may not be consistently estimable. This happens, for example, when the data have a group structure. There, (possibly multi-way) fixed effects are included almost by default to control for unobserved confounding factors at the group level.
As our focus is on a subset of the slope coefficients it is useful to work with formulae from which the control variables have been partialled-out. For any n × k matrix Q of rank k we will write H Q = Q(Q ′ Q) −1 Q ′ and M Q = I n − H Q , where I n is the n × n identity matrix. Then the columns of the n × p matrixV = M B A are the residuals from a regression of the columns of A on B. Withv i the p-vector of residuals for observation i the least-squares estimator of α iŝ
and its (conditional) covariance matrix is
Under regularity conditions,
as n → ∞. To make inference based on this result operational an estimator of Ω is needed.
The covariance-matrix estimator proposed by Eicker (1963 Eicker ( , 1967 and White (1980) iŝ
, and is well known to be biased. The bias arises from the sampling noise inβ and can be severe, especially when the regression design contains observations with high leverage, i.e., some of the diagonal entries of H X are large (Chesher and Jewitt, 1987) .
The bias may persist in large samples, rendering the covariance estimator inconsistent, if some observations remain influential, in the sense that their leverage does not approach zero as the sample size grows. The requirement that maximal leverage vanishes can be problematic in settings with many control variables. As is well known, (H X ) i,i ∈ [0, 1] and
Hence, a necessary condition forΩ to be consistent will be that q/n approaches zero as n grows. In models with group fixed effects, for example, this requires the size of the groups to grow with the sample size. This is essentially a manifestation of the incidental-parameter problem of Neyman and Scott (1948) . An asymptotic framework where q/n → 0 may not be suitable. In the standard one-way model for N × T panel data, for example, we have N fixed effects to estimate from n = NT observations. Hence, q/n = 1/T and so we would require that T → ∞.
Leave-one-out variance estimation
To motivate an alternative estimator of Ω letβ −i be the least-squares estimator obtained on dropping the i th observation. Then a one-line calculation reveals that the cross-fit estimator
i . This simple observation suggests the alternative covariance matrix estimatorΩ
, wich is (conditionally) unbiased. This paves the way for asymptotically-valid inference under asymptotics where q/n 0 as n → ∞.
It is well known (Miller 1974) thatε
Hence, the leave-one-out estimatorβ −i exists as long as (M X ) i,i > 0. Furthermore,Ω, as stated above, will be well-defined provided that
that is, as long as there is no observation for which (H X ) i,i = 1. If such observations exist, dropping them would makeβ break down. The fact that existence of the least-squares estimator depends on a single observation is typically seen as poor regressor design and such observations are often treated as outliers. Furthermore,Ω is singular if max i (H X ) i,i = 1, implying that there are linear combinations ofβ whose robust covariance estimator is exactly zero (Chesher and Jewitt, 1987) . As such, our leverage condition seems close to necessary for inference robust to heteroskedasticity to be possible.
A leading case where an observation may have unit leverage is when (H B ) i,i = 1, in which case the control variables yield perfect prediction. Such observations carry no information on α, however, and so dropping them does not affect its least-squares estimator.
Furthermore, if (H B ) i,i = 1, we necessarily have thatv i = 0, and so the observation does not contribute to our covariance-matrix estimator either. Hence, we are free to ignore such observations.
Inference based onΩ will be asymptotically valid under the following conditions. Assumption 1.
(i) Let the set {N 1 , . . . , N Gn } be a partition of the set {1, . . . , n} into G n groups such that
across g.
(ii) The errors ε i are independent across i conditional on X.
(iii) The matrix B ′ B has full rank with probability approaching one and lim sup n q/n < 1.
and write λ for the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix E B (V ′V ). Then
Assumption 1 is adapted from Cattaneo, Jansson and Newey (2018) and we refer to them for detailed discussion. Here we only note that the setup allows data structures with stratified observations and for many nuisance parameters, in the sense that q/n is allowed to be close to unity, even in large samples.
Assumption 1 is both sufficient for Ω −1/2 (α − α) to be asymptotically (multivariate) standard normal and forΩ to be consistent for Ω. Slutzky's theorem then yields our main result.
Theorem 1. Let Assumption 1 hold. Theň
The proof is in the Appendix.
Related work
There is a substantial literature on alternative estimators of Ω. The most popular such estimators are reviewed in Long and Ervin (2000) and MacKinnon (2012) . The general idea underlying these suggestions is to modifyΩ by giving larger weight to residuals with higher leverage. As such, they are related to our proposal. However, unlikeΩ, all these estimators are biased and inconsistent unless q/n → 0 as n → ∞, as formally shown by Cattaneo, Jansson and Newey (2018) . For example, the 'almost-unbiased' estimator of Horn, Horn and Duncan (1975) estimates σ 2 i byε iεi , which is unbiased under homoskedasticity but not more generally. The (uncentered) jackknife estimator of MacKinnon and White (1985) usesε
This estimator suffers from bias because the error is estimated using a single leave-out estimator. Following the intuition behind our leave-out procedure, an unbiased variant would instead be (
, whereβ −i andβ −i are least-squares estimators constructed from non-overlapping subsets of the data (from which the i th observation has been removed); see also Newey and Robins (2018) . In the current context, however, such an approach does not seem preferrable over our proposal.
The bootstrap, while often a powerful alternative to inference based on asymptotic approximations, too, fails when q/n 0 as n → ∞ (Bickel and Freedman, 1983) . Of course, its invalidity should not be too surprising, asβ is not asymptotically linear in this
case.
An alternative approach is to bias-correctΩ. To describe it, writeε = (ε 1 , . . . ,ε n ) ′ and
where * denotes the elementwise (Shur or Hadamard) product. Consequently, as observed by Hartley, Rao and Kiefer (1969) ,
is an unbiased estimator of the vector of error variances. Moreover, the i th such estimator
and involves all least-squares residuals. It then immediately follows that
is ( intuitive (Horn, Horn and Duncan, 1975) . A sufficient condition ) is
, which is subtantially stronger than the requirement that min i (M X ) i,i > 0 above. 1 In recent work, Cattaneo, Jansson and Newey (2018) considered a similar estimator, sayΏ, using the entries of (M B * M B ) rather than those of (M X * M X ) to estimate the error variances.
2 They provide conditions under whichΏ is consistent, allowing for q to grow with n so that lim sup n q/n < The small-leverage requirement can be problematic in settings with many fixed effects.
For example it will typically not hold when fitting a two-way regression model to matched employer-employee or student-teacher data sets (as in Abowd, Kramarz and Margolis 1999 and Rockoff 2004) as the informational content of such data is plagued by issues of limited 1 There are cases where the condition that min i (M X ) i,i > 1 2 is also necessary. An example is the one-way regression model for panel data.
2 This modification introduces bias but is negligible in large samples as long asα is consistent. Indeed, using a formula for partitioned-matrix inversion allows to write M X = M B − H M B A . The entries of the matrix H M B A all vanish as n → ∞ ifα is consistent.
mobility (Jochmans and Weidner, 2018) . Verdier (2018) provides explicit conditions on the data structure for the leverage condition to hold in this context.
Simulations
Some numerical results are provided to compare the performance of our variance estimator to existing alternatives. All statistics reported below were calculated over 10,000 Monte
Carlo replications.
The first set of simulations uses a design from Cattaneo, Jansson and Newey (2018) .
The design features the classical linear regression model with standard-normal errors, a univariate regressor of interest, a i ∼ N(0, 1), and the q-vector of binary control variables
. We set α = 1, η = 0, and generate n = 500 observations with q ∈ {10, 100, 250, 400, 450}. This yields q/n ∈ {.02, .20, .50, .90, .95}. On average, each dummy variable will be one for about 10
observations. This is a rather sparse design that mimics a fixed-effect setting. Table 1 contains the bias and root mean-squared error (RMSE) of various variance estimators of Ω, relative to the oracle variance estimator (Ω) that assumes ε 2 i to be observed. The table also provides rejection frequencies of the two-sided t-test for the null that α = 1 (at the 5% level) for each of these variance estimators. The variance estimators considered in the simulations are the Eicker-White estimator (Ω), the 'almost-unbiased' estimator of Horn, Horn and Duncan (1975) (Ω AU ), the (uncentered) jackknife estimator of MacKinnon and White (1985) (Ω JK ), the bias-corrected estimatorsῺ andΏ, and the leave-one-out estimatorΩ.
The table shows the poor performance of the standard variance estimatorΩ when q is not very small compared to n. It suffers from large (downward) bias which leads to severe overrejection under the null. WhileΩ AU does well here (being conditionally unbiased under homoskedasticity), the jackknife estimatorΩ JK performs poorly with many regressors. It has both large (positive) bias and large variance and yields test statistics that are very conservative. The bias-corrected estimators,Ὼ andΏ, are more variable thanΩ AU . They yield test statistics with comparable size when q/n ≤ 1 2 but overreject quite severely when q/n takes on larger values. The leave-one-out estimator, while also more variable than Ω AU , does well in terms of size for all ratios of q/n. These findings verify our theoretical results. We next consider a one-way fixed-effect regression for N ×T panel data. Here, n = NT , there are q = N nuisance parameters (the unit-specific intercepts), and the panel is typically short (i.e., T /N is close to zero). Here, the control variables are the fixed effects and the fact that they are not well estimable in short panels is well understood. We use designs from Stock and Watson (2008) . The two designs have a scalar regressor of interest, which is again standard normal and has a slope parameter that equals one, and all the fixed effects where λ is chosen so that the error has (unconditional) unit variance. Tables 2 and 3 provide the results for Design (A) and (B), respectively. The same variance estimators as in the previous illustration were considered and the tables have the same lay-out as before.
We consider sample sizes with N ∈ {100, 250} and T ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Note thatῺ andΏ do not exist for T = 2.
The simulation results again demonstrate the inadequacy of the usual covariance-matrix estimators. All ofΩ,Ω AU , andΩ JK suffer from bias and yield size-distorted test statistics.
In accordance with the theory, their performance does not improve as T remains fixed while N grows large. The estimatorsῺ andΏ do not exist when T = 2 and are biased when T = 3 (and when T = 4, but much less so). The bias is negative in Design (A) and positive in Design (B). It leads to large RMSE relative toΩ AU and to, respectively, over-and underrejection of the null. Their empirical size is particularly poor for Design (A) in this case.Ω performs well across the board, both in terms of precision as in terms of size, and dominates the bias-corrected estimators both in terms of bias and RMSE as in rejection frequencies. Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1
and
We need to show thatΣ − Σ p → 0 and thatΣ −Σ p → 0 as n → ∞. It will then follow
holds. As Cattaneo, Jansson and Newey (2018) , to ease notation, we set p = 1 without loss of generality.
To show the first result note that
is a zero-mean random variable as E X (ε
We have
where we use that n −1 n i=1v 2 i = O p (1), which follows from the arguments in the proof of Lemma SA-2 in Cattaneo, Jansson and Newey (2018) . Hence,Σ −Σ p → 0 has been shown.
To show the second result first note thať
where we use the well-known fact thatε = M X ε. Therefore, we can decompose the noise in the leave-one-out estimator as and, similarly, using that
is bounded from above by 1/ min i (M X ) i,i we find
